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One of the exciting advances in Electron Backscatter
Diffraction (EBSD) in recent years is the development
of dynamic pattern simulation [1, 2]. Previously,
kinematical models for pattern simulation have been
used to help users index experimental bands. These
simulations have been primarily used to identify the
reflectors (hkl) associated with the most prominent
bands in the experimental patterns. However, the
dynamical simulated patterns provide a much closer
match to experimental patterns and can thus be applied

a)

b)

in new directions to improve EBSD indexing. Some
examples include dictionary indexing, reflector list
optimization, and background correction.

Dictionary Indexing

c)

Dictionary indexing [3] is a new approach to indexing.
Instead of using the Hough Transform followed by
triplet indexing to determine the crystallographic
orientation associated with a pattern, a template
matching approach is used. The first step is to use
dynamical simulation to generate an EBSD pattern at
each orientation for a sampling
of orientation space. The
resolution of the sampling
needs to be on the order
of 2.5° as a minimum. For
cubic symmetry, this results in
approximately 54,000 simulated
patterns in the dictionary.

Figure 1. a) Experimental, b) dynamically simulated, and c) kinematically simulated patterns.
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The finer the target misorientation and the lower the crystal symmetry,
the larger the dictionary will be. For example, a 1.0° dictionary for a
triclinic material would contain nearly 21 million patterns. To index an
experimental pattern, the experimental is compared against every
simulated pattern in the dictionary to find the best match. The
orientation associated with the best match is then assigned to the data
point associated with the experimental pattern. Clearly this is a
computationally intensive approach, but it can give an improvement on
the results obtained using conventional indexing, particularly for
patterns with weak signal contrast.

or division). A background pattern is generally obtained by acquiring a
pattern from an area containing many grains in a polycrystalline sample.
The resulting pattern is essentially an average pattern for all the grains
within the acquisition area. This is relatively easy to accomplish on flat
polycrystalline samples with little variation in backscatter response
between the constituent phases. However, if the backscatter response is
quite different between the phases then this can become difficult.
Background patterns can be simulated for each phase in the sample to
overcome this difficulty.

Reflector List Optimization

These examples show that dynamically simulated patterns can lead us
to some new approaches to indexing but also help improve existing
approaches. All three of these applications of dynamically simulated
patterns have been implemented within the framework of OIM
Analysis™. Come visit the EDAX booth at Microscopy &
Microanalysis (M&M) in Portland, OR to find out more. Besides these
three examples, there are other areas researchers have explored where
dynamic pattern simulation offers promising results, such as in
measuring strain [5], resolving pseudosymmetry [6], and others. EBSD
continues to have room to grow! For more details see our recent
webinar, “Dynamical Simulation of EBSD Patterns” and make sure to
visit us at EDAX Booth #428 at M&M.

In conventional indexing, the bands must be detected and then
associated with the corresponding lattice planes. This indexing of the
pattern requires a list of the planes producing the most prominent bands
in the pattern. This list can be challenging to construct for a new
material. When the atom positions are known, the list can be constructed
based on calculated structure factors from kinematic simulation of
electron diffraction. Reflectors with the highest-ranking structure factors
are selected as a starting set. However, kinematical calculations provide
an incomplete description of diffraction. Thus, this starting set of
reflectors needs to be manually tuned against experimental patterns to
get to an optimal list. For many materials, this can be a difficult process,
even for a skilled operator. To overcome this challenge, a ranking of
reflectors based on dynamic simulations of EBSD has been introduced
[4]. This can improve the initial set and thus, fewer tuning iterations are
needed to get to the optimal list. It also helps the user optimize the
Hough parameters as well.

Summary
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Figure 2. a) Dictionary indexing flow chart and conventional indexing results compared with b) dictionary indexing results
for a nickel sample with patterns collected in a high-gain/noisy condition.
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TIPS AND TRICKS

Back to the Basics
Modern Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) systems make it
easy to obtain high quality data from a wide range of samples. Detector
setup, pattern background processing, band detection, and indexing
are all done automatically, and you can produce quantitative maps,
charts and plots to describe your materials with a click of a mouse.
All the functions and tools to get you there are incorporated in the
EDAX EBSD software package that you are working with and are the
result of more than 25 years of continuous development.
For example, a basic function for EBSD indexing is the EBSD pattern
center calibration. EBSD patterns are point projections onto a typically
tilted screen. This causes a distortion in the image, much like the
keystone distortion in a video projector. In order to match an indexing
result to such a distorted pattern the indexing needs to be distorted as
well. This distortion correction is calculated with respect to the point
on the screen where the electrons hit it perpendicularly: the pattern
center. During EBSD mapping, this projection point moves over the
detector surface and the calibration needs to move along with it. This
is automatic and requires no user intervention.
There are more functions like
that, which are quietly working
in the background of the
software to deliver the results
that the user needs. A few
examples are smart routines
Figure 1. EBSD pattern center calibration.
to
detect the bands even in
The pattern corrections are based on the
point in the pattern where the electrons
extremely noisy patterns, EBSD
hit the screen perpendicularly.
pattern background processing,
64-bit multithreading for fast processing of large datasets, and efficient
quaternion-based mathematical methods for post-processing.
A more visible feature that is
unique to EDAX EBSD systems
is the ability to collect your data
on a hexagonal grid. The
common way in imaging and
imaging sensors (e.g. CCD or
Figure 2. Successful indexing of an
CMOS chips) is to organize
extremely weak EBSD pattern.
pixels on a square grid. That is
easy and you can treat your data as being written in a regular table
with fixed intervals. However, pixel-to-pixel distances are different
horizontally and diagonally, which is a drawback when you are
routinely calculating average values around points – like we do with
the NPAR™ pattern reprocessing tool. In a hexagonal grid, the
point-to-point distance is constant between all neighboring pixels. And
perhaps even more important, a hexagonal grid offers ~15% more
points on the same area than a square grid, which makes it ideally

a)

b)

Figure 3. EBSD mapping result using a) square grid and b) hexagonal grid.

suited to fill a surface. Grain shapes are better defined than on a square
grid. The averaging surface area in for example KAM and GND maps
is smaller and grain boundary traces can be determined with better
precision.
Finally, perhaps the most important standard feature in any EDAX
EBSD system is the triplet voting indexing algorithm which includes
the patented Confidence Index (CI) parameter. The detailed operation
of both features has been published [1,2] to allow researchers to judge
the quality of their results. At EDAX, we feel that understanding the
basics of your data collection is an absolute requirement for any
scientific measurement.
With triplet voting, all detected bands are
organized in sets of three and an
orientation is calculated for each such triangle. For example, when you
set the software to find eight bands, you can define up to 56 different
band triangles. Each triplet will provide its own orientation solution,
which is averaged to produce the final indexing solution.
This averaging effectively
removes small errors in the
band detection and allows
excellent orientation precision,
even in very noisy EBSD
patterns. The large number of
Figure 4. Overlapping EBSD pattern, where
individual orientation solutions bands from both patterns are detected. The
for each pattern has another triplet voting enables successful indexing of
advantage. It does not hurt too the dominating pattern.
much if some of the bands are incorrectly detected from pattern noise
or when a pattern is collected directly at a grain boundary and contains
bands from two different grains. In most cases, the bands coming from
one of the grains will dominate the solutions and produce a valid
orientation measurement.
In some cases, the band configuration can be very similar for different
orientations or phases. A fit parameter that only defines the mismatch
between detected bands and the indexing solution cannot recognize
that another solution is possible. That is what we use the patented CI
parameter for. This parameter shows if multiple solutions exist with
the same number of band triplets and if an orientation determination
is reliable.

References:
[1] Wright, S.I. and Adams, B.L. (1992). Automatic Analysis of Electron Backscatter Diffraction Patterns. Metallurgical Transactions A 23, 759-767.
[2] Field, D. P. (1997). Recent Advances in the Application of Orientation Imaging. Ultramicroscopy 67, 1-9.
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APPLICATION NOTE

Fast Modal Mineralogy via Smart Phase Mapping
in APEX™ 1.5

Figure 1. These spectra are the combined extracted pixel spectra from every pixel classified into a phase by the algorithm. It can be
seen that the two phases are distinct even in a simple ROI map, while dealing with significant spectral overlaps (Zr/P) and similar
chemistry.

One of the last major features missing from the APEX™ feature set
has been added with the release of APEX™ 1.5. This feature, Smart
Phase Mapping, allows users to quickly create generic phase maps and
convert those phase maps into custom products to showcase their data
however it is needed. One of the many applications of this feature is
fast characterization of modal mineralogy of geological samples. This
is useful both for general rock classification and understanding the
percentage of a certain mineral in ore bodies and other rocks.

In this example, a scrap piece of polished floor tile has been chosen.
The sample appears to be of gabbroic nature (dark, crystalline, with
no foliation). Data was collected using a variable pressure microscope
equipped with an EDAX Octane Elite Super Silicon Drift Detector
(SDD). Maps were collected at higher count rates to minimize
collection time, while keeping the spectral resolution high to help deal
with a known overlap in the sample (Zr and P). Overall collection time
was ~10 minutes.

Previously, the main method of collecting modal mineralogy data was
via the manual point counting method on thin sections using
petrographic microscopy. Manual point counting requires significant
user time and a high skill level, and can vary from person-to-person.
However, using Smart Phase Mapping allows for the sharing of
consistent data between users with minimal interactions.

By default, the initial map shows both elemental Region of Interest
(ROI) maps and a phase map. During collection it is easy to compare
phase spectrum to each other to judge how the phase mapping routine
is doing at phase discrimination (Figure 1). If necessary, users can
combine phases during collection (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Figure 2. It is possible to quickly combine phases during collection if needed. Here, the two phases from Figure 1 could be combined, but the
spectra are different enough and should be kept separate. Phase separation tolerance can be controlled by the user.
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(Continued from Page 4)

Figure 3. Using an extracted area spectrum of the red colored phase, shows the phase to be high in Si and O, corresponding to the mineral quartz. It is also possible to check the
spectrum versus a previously collected or bough mineral spectrum library. Note that the phases have been given names using a precreated phase library.

During live acquisition, it is possible to further identify the phase using
either the quantification of the extracted phase spectrum or a
precreated phase library. Users also have the option of using spectral
libraries during post-processing (Figure 3). This post-processing can
be done concurrently with data collection using the review data tab on
any previously collected data set. This feature can be used to visually
compare older datasets quickly with a current one.
After the phase has been identified (either manually or using a phase

library or spectrum match), the user can note the phase percent in the
manner of their choosing. From beginning to end, the entire process
to get phase percentages via EDS mapping takes about 15 minutes,
with minimal operator interaction required. The power of this feature
can be seen when comparing it to older manual methods. Combining
the phase mapping function with large area montage mapping allows
for large statistically relevant data sets to be collected. On a final note,
this kind of analysis also works in other applications, such as basic
inclusion analysis in metals, and most other phase related applications.

Visit EDAX Booth #428
at M&M 2019 in Portland, OR
August 4-8, 2019
New from EDAX at M&M 2019
•
•
•

Velocity™ EBSD Camera Series
APEX™ 2.0 Software for EDS and EBSD
Elite T EDS System for TEM

For more information visit: www.edax.com/mm2019
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EVENTS AND TRAINING

2019 Worldwide Events
August 4-8
Microscopy & Microanalysis (M&M) 2019
August 4-9
Recrystallization and Grain Growth (ReX&GG)
August 5-9
Denver X-ray Conference (DXC)
August 18-22
PRICM10

August 18-23
International Materials Research Congress (IMRC)
September 1-5
Microscopy Conference (MC) 2019
September 4-6
Japan Analytical Scientific Instruments Show (JASIS)
September 18-20
53. Metallographie-Tagung

Portland, OR
Ghent, Belgium
Lombard, IL
Xi’an, China

Cancun, Mexico
Berlin, Germany
Chiba, Japan
Dresden, Germany

Please visit http://www.edax.com/news-events/conferences-tradeshows for a complete list of our conferences and tradeshows.

2019 Worldwide Training
To help our present and potential customers obtain the most from their equipment and to increase their expertise in EDS microanalysis, WDS
microanalysis, EBSD/OIM™, and Micro-XRF systems, we organize a number of Operator Courses at the EDAX facilities in North America,
Europe, Japan, and China.

EUROPE

JAPAN

EDS Microanalysis (APEX™ EDS)

APEX™ EDS

November 11-13
November 18-20

October 10
November 14

Weiterstadt#
Weiterstadt*

NORTH AMERICA
APEX™ EDS

Tokyo
Osaka

November 20-21

Mahwah, NJ

APEX™ and TEAM™ EDS
EDS Microanalysis (TEAM™ EDS)

OIM School

September 23-25
October 8-11
October 21-23

October 24-25
(Advance)
November (Basic)

Weiterstadt*
Weiterstadt#
Weiterstadt&

September 10-12

EDS Microanalysis (TEAM™ EDS)
Tokyo

EBSD OIM Academy

CHINA
September 25-27
October 23-25

Weiterstadt*
Weiterstadt&

TEAM™ Pegasus (EDS & EBSD)
September 23-27
October 21-25

Weiterstadt*
Weiterstadt&

*Presented in English
#Presented in German
&Presented in English/German

EDS Microanalysis
September 3-5
December 3-5

Draper, UT

Osaka

Shanghai (ACES)
Shanghai (ACES)

October 21-22

Draper, UT

EBSD OIM Academy
October 23-25

Draper, UT

TEAM™ Pegasus (EDS & EBSD)
October 21-25

Draper, UT

TEAM™ EBSD OIM Academy
September 10-12
December 10-12

Shanghai (ACES)
Shanghai (ACES)

Please visit http://www.edax.com/support/training-schools for a complete list and additional information on our training courses.

Visit edax.com for the latest news and up-to-date product information.
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(left to right): Belle, Christine, and Bo Meehan.

(left to right): Kazuko and Yasushi Nishitani at Disneyland in Anaheim, CA.

Christine Meehan

Yasushi Nishitani

Christine joined EDAX in December 1999. She started with the
company as a Marketing Support Representative and quickly moved
into the Marketing Communications Specialist position. Since 2011,
Christine has served as the company’s Service Contract
Administrator. She is responsible for managing all Service
Maintenance Agreements (SMAs) in North America. This includes
generating all SMA quotations and designing and developing SMA
marketing material. In addition, Christine maintains the EDAX
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) platform.

Yasushi joined EDAX in April 2013 as a Service Engineer. Working
out of the Osaka, Japan office, his duties include repair, maintenance,
and service support of EDAX energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS),
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), and wavelength dispersive
spectrometry (WDS) systems. Yasushi also provides users with
familiarization training, schedules and plans preventative
maintenance visits, and performs installations.

Prior to EDAX, Christine worked in the packaging industry and
managed retail stores. In 1988, she received a Bachelor of Science
in Business Administration and Marketing from Northeastern
University in Boston, MA.
Christine and her husband, Jay, got married in 2001. They have two
sons, Jack (17) and Cole (15) and two dogs, a Labradoodle and a
Goldendoodle named Bo and Belle, respectively. In her spare time,
Christine enjoys accompanying her husband to watch their sons’
baseball and basketball games. Although the kids and dogs keep them
busy, they occasionally try to sneak away for a few days to their
favorite island, Nantucket, MA. Christine also likes to attend fitness
classes and work in her garden.

Yasushi earned his master’s degree in Material Science from the
University of Hyogo in March 2013. He and his wife, Kazuko were
married in 2016 and currently reside in Kobe, Japan. They enjoy
cooking, running, and playing golf together. In his free time, Yasushi
also likes playing soccer.
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Geological and Environmental Sciences Department (GEOS)
California State University, Chico, California
An institution that is focused on both teaching and research, California
State University, Chico is one of 23 campuses in the California State
University system. It serves a large area in Northeast California, north
of the San Francisco-Sacramento urban areas. In a joint proposal from
geologists and biologists, called Geobiology, the University was able
to acquire a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Energy
Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) system through a grant from the
National Science Foundation. The grant enabled the study a wide range
of scientific problems.

to see where they are incorporated, or not, during mineral formation.
This information helps the scientists to understand how the
environment is modified by geological activity.

With the grant, the University purchased a TESCAN VEGA III SEM
and an EDAX Element EDS System. The equipment is used for both
teaching and independent undergraduate and graduate research. The
main users are faculty and student researchers from geology, biology,
chemistry, and engineering. The EDAX system is largely run by Bill
Koperwhats, the Research and Instructional Support Coordinator, who
has a background in both geology and physics.

For more information on the Geological and Environmental Sciences
Department at California State University, Chico, please visit:
https://www.csuchico.edu/geos/.

The University is also interested in studying how these systems change
in deep time, over billions of years. The team can map ancient deposits
to see how later alteration changes the predicted original deposits. With
this information, they can develop protocols to search for life on early
Earth or extraterrestrial targets.

“The Element EDS System has been wonderful for both spot analysis
and scans,” stated Department Chair Dr. Russell Shapiro. “We planned
to use the EDS system for initial, qualitative assessment to guide later,
quantitative work on a microprobe. However, we have found the
Element to be excellent and often the microprobe is not needed.”
The initial grant focused on addressing how to study ‘geobiological’
systems, such as the influence of microbes on creating minerals. The
Element has allowed the University’s scientists to track major cations

Figure 2. A spectrum from Dr. Shappiro’s Geobiology student, Harp Batther’s project
on barite deposits in Nevada.
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Figure 1. Dr. Hannah Aird with her graduate student Sommer Casady using the
EDAX Element EDS System.
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